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Facebook Activity 
• We recently reviewed JCGL FB insights, and learned that the average numbers of people 

reached for events (i.e., seminar, classes, etc.) hoover in the mid- to low-100’s. Posts (i.e., quilt 
talks, programs) do better. For instance, the February 11 quilt talk reached 1,700 people - which I 
believe we had boosted; the February United Foundation Trust program reached 2,100; and as of 
March 7, in two days (posted March 5) the April seminar promo has reached 1,242 people and 
has 60 engagements. Engagements are those who have performed an action, i.e., they may have 
liked a post, commented on the post, shared the post, etc.   

• Rich and I discussed ways to reach a wider audience, and agreed more events and posts should 
be boosted. Plus, we’ll continue to invite people to like our postings, which is also effective. And 
we will continue to routinely share our postings with several other FB pages.  

• We decided to boost at least one event and one post each month; costs for these boosts are quite 
reasonable, and well within our advertising budget. Rich has boosted the seminar post placed 
March 5, as well as the February 26 Jackson County Library Display post, until the end of 
March. We’ll be monitoring the effectiveness of additional boosts; however, we anticipate 
increased activity, based on past boosts performance. 

• The current following for the JCGL FB page is 964, which is good! Followers are those who 
have opted to follow our page, meaning that these people will receive our updates on their 
timeline. Hopefully, overall activity will increase as we implement increased boosts, continue 
share posts, and invite people to like our postings. 

 
Advertising Activity 

• April Colletta Seminar: The first Press Release (PR) was sent to the media February 17; Rich 
posted the seminar as an event on FB; added to FB as a post March 5; and advertised in the 
March issue of the Medford Sneak Preview. Around March 20, a second PR will be sent to the 
media, and a few days later PSAs will be posted on social media and distributed to the media. 
(These items are attached) 

• Venues: We currently promote our events via several venues, including: TV; radio; newspapers; 
media reporters; several social media sites - including online calendars, our FB, share with 
several other FB pages; and others. 
o There are two areas which had not been previously addressed: our events are often published 

in weekly editions of “Coffee News” and the “Airport Chevy Newsletter.” I generally forward 
these items to you when an event of ours is published, most recently the Coffee News release 
(attached). 

• Grant’s Pass Dine and Discover: Dine & Discover’s invitation extended to Andrea asking that 
she present her presentation, “Orphan Train,” at one of their meetings. This request was 
forwarded to Andrea, and she will, or already has, attended their meeting. 

• Events: Board and Education Committee members are routinely copied in the distribution for all 
promotions sent to media and others. For those who may not have received February promotions, 
please let me know which you’d like to see, and I’ll forward the copy to you. 
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